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Sustainability Theory
The sustainability triangle describes a balanced approach of three factors

Sustainability Theory

Definition sustainability
� Equitable

— An undertaking that is both socially and economically 
feasible, but not environmentally friendly

— Example: holding on to coal mining in developed 
countries

� Bearable
— Socially acceptable and environmentally friendly, but not 

economically feasible
— Example: stopping coal mining in developed countries 

and paying high government grants to those now 
unemployed

� Viable
— Environmentally friendly and economically feasible, but 

not socially acceptable
— Example: stopping coal mining in developed countries 

and leaving the now unemployed workers to their own 
devices

� Sustainable
— Environmentally friendly, socially acceptable and 

economically feasible
— Example: stopping coal mining in developed countries 

and investing in training measures for former workers to 
find employment in other sectors

Source: Monasinghe et al., 2007
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Sustainability Theory
For the aviation industry, technological constraints and limits of financial viability exist

Sustainability Theory

Technological constraints

Financial viability

Relative added cost per trip

Relative carbon dioxide reduction

Efficiency vector
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Various environmental policy instruments are in place
At least 2,800 different local, national and international instruments in place as of 2017

� Pigouvian taxes
� Fees and charges 
� Trading schemes/tradable permits
� Deposit refund systems
� Subsidies

� Caps
� Curfews
� Prohibitions

• More than 590 instruments in place in the transport sector, more than in any other industry
• 87% are taxes, fees or charges, with 10% subsidies and 3% voluntary approaches

Direct 
Regulation

Economic 
Instruments

Communicative 
Instruments

� Information provision
� Environmental labels
� Voluntary approaches/covenants
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Pigouvian Taxes in Aviation
Tax measures to internalize externalities are very common and have been applied for a long time

Definition
� Pigouvian taxes

— Tax related to the creation of a negative side-effect 
of the consumption of a product (externalities), e.g. 
carbon dioxide emissions 

Global Occurrence
• 1,400 measures implemented globally as of 2017

Successful examples
• First implementation in Finland in 1990
• Highest tax revenues in Denmark at >4% GDP p.a.

9 EU finance ministers supporting EU 

aviation carbon tax

A majority of US travelers support a 

carbon tax if framed correctly

"Airlines for Europe" oppose EU tax

• Relatively low maintenance for legislators

• Directly proportional to externality caused

• Tax payers can reliably calculate cost

• Cannot be adapted dynamically by 

stakeholders

• Tax revenue is not used for carbon 

compensation or technology investment in 

many cases

• Can cause competitive disadvantages or tax 

evasion
Source: OECD PINE Database, Forbes, Airlines for Europe, Hardisty et al. (2019) , International Monetary Fund
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Emission Trading Schemes
Allows for more regulatory control on pricing, but requires careful maintenance

Definition
� Trading schemes/tradable permits

— Aim to create a market for pollution rights (usually 
limited by region and industry sector)

— Number of certificates in the market can be steered 
over time and thus allow to carefully adjust the price 
of pollution rights to the emission reduction 
capabilities of an industry

Global Occurrence
• Over 100 trading schemes implemented in 33 

countries as of 2017
Successful examples

• First system in the US was implemented in 9 federal 
states for the power sector – number of permits is 
reduced by 2.5% p.a. 2015-2020

• Can be adjusted dynamically to reflect 

ability of an industry to reduce externalities

• Market building assigns tangible value to 

externalities

• Innovative companies benefit in two ways

• High administrative effort and cost to avoid 

negative side-effects (e.g. trading between 

industries and price dilution)

• Competitive and tax evasion risks (c.f. taxes)

• Can cause financial uncertainty for companies

Source: OECD PINE Database, European Regions Airline Association

ICAO approved CORSIA in 2019; EU 

opposes it and wants to keep ETS

Little knowledge of the existence of 

ETS in aviation; tax more popular

EU airlines prefer CORSIA over ETS: 

lower burden and global scale
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Deep Dive Corsia vs ETS
Stricter measure for a few or softer measure for all

EU Emission Trading System

– Aviation sector included in 2012
– Originally covered flights in EEA1

airspace, regardless of the origin of 
the airline and whether the flight 
was conducted within the EEA or 
not

– Planned reduction of emissions of 
2.2% p.a. from 2021

– Auctions of CO2 certificated cover 
15% of the allowances emitted, 
while 82% are freely allocated

– Was reduced to cover only flights 
within the EEA after political 
pressure from non-EU countries 
(mostly the US and China)

– Aviation is likely not to be included 
in the ETS anymore after CORSIA 
is in place

CORSIA

– Comes into action in 2021 after 
ICAO member states approved it in 
2019

– Aims to set global emission levels 
from aviation at the 2020 level

– Estimated offset of emissions 
between 2021 and 2035 is 80% of 
2020 emission level, due to 
exemptions for certain countries and 
voluntary participation in first phase

– Covers international flights between 
all member states, with some 
exceptions (e.g. LDCs2, island 
nations, public service operations)

– As per the 2019 resolution, CORSIA 
will be the only trading scheme in 
aviation globally

– Threat of non-participation (e.g. US)

2    Least developped countries

Source: European Comission, ICAO, Glowacki Law Firm
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Covenants
Can make use of changing public opinion, but often put little pressure on companies to improve

Definition
� Covenants

— Regulators ask/require companies causing 
externalities to draft voluntary agreements for the 
reduction of those negative effects

— Sometimes, failure to meet self-set goals entail a 
penalty

Global Occurrence
• 146 covenants for the reduction of environmental 

externalities have been implemented in 26 countries 
as of 2017

Successful examples
• The Netherlands have implemented a covenant in the 

basic materials industries requiring a four-year 
emission reduction plan and setting a penalty

• Accepted in many industries; could be 

implemented on a global scale

• Allows the industry to define what they can 

achieve with current means

• Could increase public competition for more 

environmental action 

• Goals may be below what the industry can 

achieve

• If financial penalties are not set or too low, 

adherence will be very low

• Targets might be less transparent

Source: OECD PINE Database, 2019 European Aviation Environmental Report (European Commission)

Support varies across countries and 

across political spectrum

Support is low among those who are 

pushing for strict regulation

Most airlines in Europe have put 

environmental plans in place
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Conclusion

Fully use technological feasibility

Use the most cost-efficient way to offset emissions

Extend scope as far as possible



Thank you for your attention!
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